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ways. The authors offered several suggestions for why these spe-
cies that occupy extremely similar environments would evolve
divergent phenotypes. The species may have important unrecog-
nized unique features, such as differences in microhabitat use.
Alternatively, they may represent distinct adaptive peaks in the
same environment, or they may be constrained by historical dif-
ferences in habitat use.
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The Mid-Domain Effect Model Applied to Green
Turtle Nest Distribution

The mid-domain effect (MDE) model states that within a shared
geographical domain, the greatest species richness will occur at
its center after ranges of several species are randomly placed in
the domain. While this model has been applied to multiple inter-
specific systems, the authors performed the first analysis of the
MDE in an intraspecific context. In particular, they assessed the
spatial and temporal nest distributions of a population of green
turtles (Chelonia mydas) in Costa Rica that was surveyed con-
tinuously between 1972 and 2000. Results indicated that both spa-
tial and temporal nest distributions have remained stable during
this time period. Spatial nest distribution along the 18-mile beach
showed a strong central tendency and closely fit predictions made
using MDE model simulations. The temporal distribution, how-
ever, showed a stronger central tendency within the nesting pe-
riod than the MDE model predicted. The authors discussed envi-
ronmental factors that may cause observed deviations from the
model.
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Grace Olive Wiley: Zoo Curator with Safety
Issues
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“WHEN FIRST TAKEN CAPTIVE MOST WILD CREATURES ARE QUITE TERRIFIED AND

PANICKY—THIS WAS TRUE OF THE RATTLESNAKE THAT BIT ME AND YET ON MY

RETURN FROM THE HOSPITAL THIS SAME NERVOUS FELLOW WAS TAMED WITHOUT

ANY TROUBLE—IT WAS DONE IN TWO WEEKS, WITH ONLY ONE HAND!”

—GRACE OLIVE WILEY IN 1930

Grace Olive Wiley (1883–1948), a librarian at the Minneapolis
Public Library, wrote a letter to John J. McCutcheon, president of
the Brookfield Zoo’s Zoological Society on 29 January 1927, ap-
plying for the curatorial job of reptiles. In a later letter to director
Edward Bean on 29 May 1933, she offered to donate her enor-
mous private collection (115 species and 330 individuals) and a
number of cages to the Zoo if the position were offered to her.
During that time, it was highly unusual for women to hold curato-
rial positions in zoos but apparently her résumé and offer were
convincing for she was hired that year (Fig. 1).

Wiley held the curatorial position for two years and her time at
the Zoo was filled with controversy. She believed that venomous
reptiles could be tamed and handled with bare hands, a practice
that did not endear her to her superiors (Fig. 2). Although she was
told to stop handling them, she refused to do so. Later in fact,
Wiley wrote an article in Natural History Magazine in 1937, out-
lining her techniques for taming king cobras, Egyptian cobras,

FIG. 1. Undated picture (likely in 1933) of reptile house at Chicago
Zoological Park (Brookfield Zoo) from Minneapolis Sunday Tribune ar-
ticle announcing opening and installation of Grace Olive Wiley as cura-
tor. This building still functions as an amphibian and reptile exhibit. Credit:
provided by George Rabb, Chicago Zoological Society.
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puff adders, Australian black snakes, Australian tiger snakes, green
mambas, sea snakes, coral snakes, fer-de-lance, moccasins, cop-
perheads, thirteen species of rattlesnakes, and Gaboon vipers,
which could not only be handled without any danger but enjoyed
being stroked. In the article, Wiley offered this observation: “Some-
how they know very, very soon that I am friendly and like them.
They appear to listen intently when I stand quietly at their open
door and talk to them in a low, soothing voice. In some unknown
manner my idea of sympathy is conveyed to them.” After a series
of 19 snake escapes, some of which included three Egyptian co-
bras, one bandy-bandy, and several venomous sand snakes, her
boss Acting Director Robert Bean lost patience and fired her in
September 1935. One reason was monetary: because of her, the
upcoming liability insurance payment for the Zoo was increased
to the point it exceeded her annual salary.

Wiley complained to a Time magazine reporter on 30 Septem-
ber: “I hate to say it and I know some persons who don’t like
snakes are very nice persons but Mr. Bean was frightened and
frightened persons will exaggerate. I do not feel I was guilty of
carelessness. I just forgot, simply forgot, to close the door to the
cobra’s cage after I cleaned it. I couldn’t do everything at once.
All the other snakes that got away were harmless except Bandy-

FIG. 2. Although there is no information attached to this photograph of
Grace Olive Wiley and her friend, it appears to have been taken in the
service area of the reptile building at Brookfield Zoo. Episodes such as
this led to her dismissal as reptile curator in 1935.

FIG. 3. A delighted Grace Olive Wiley with Gila monster and rattle-
snake.

Bandy and I’m sure he went down the drain pipe. ‘’The cobra,’
she added, ‘just found the coziest place it could in the whole rep-
tile house. If most persons were half as nice as snakes, this world
would be a better place.” When a keeper put his hand into a bag of
dried leaves which he planned to use for cage decorations, he found
“Bandy-Bandy.”

The news media followed these incidents and her career with
interest. A few newspaper headlines: “Woman’s Kindness Wins
Deadly Snakes at Brookfield Zoo;” “19 Snakes Got Away, Grace
Wiley Fired as Snakes Escape;” “Bandy-Bandy Found Alive;”
“Mrs. Grace Wiley Packs Her Reptile Friends;” “Snakes Depart.
Long Beach Herpetologist Taking Collection to Hollywood.”

After leaving the Zoo, she had started a private roadside reptile
exhibit called “Grace Wiley—Reptiles” in Cypress, California
where she allowed venomous snakes, including king cobras, tiger
snakes, gaboon vipers, kraits, copperheads, and rattlesnakes, to be
handled by children and crawl through crowds of visitors for a
small fee. Although undated with provenance unknown, the pho-
tographs in this article (Figs. 3–4) were probably taken in Long
Beach, California. They were found in the collection of Wesley
Dickinson, her close friend who died from a king cobra bite.

Wiley died from an Indian cobra bite. She had only one vial of
anti-snakebite serum on hand because it was expensive and she
needed so many types for her collection. Unfortunately, this single
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FIG. 4. In this undated photo, Wiley’s mother is shown with a king
cobra.

glass vial of Haffkine serum was not used as it was accidentally
broken shortly after the bite. She was rushed to Long Beach Hos-
pital in an ambulance but died ninety minutes after being bitten.
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